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Introduction
General comments
Within this option, a significant number of candidates were able to achieve marks at Level 3 or
above in all assessment objectives, offering a considered analysis of the given source evidence,
focused towards the demands of the questions, allied to strong contextual understanding and
with effective deployment of well-selected own knowledge. It was pleasing to see that many of
the issues raised in previous sessions which had hampered candidate performance were reduced,
with skills in handling evidence generally being demonstrated in relation to the specific issues
raised. That said, certain common errors were apparent, in some cases, where candidates
appeared to be attempting to apply source skills in a manner not appropriate to the questions.
Therefore, this report attempts to set out certain areas in which future responses could be
improved, whilst also illustrating different levels of response across the various questions.

A questions
In January it was suggested that the most common reason for low performance in the part (a)
question was an inability to comprehend and interpret the source material effectively, and that,
more often than not, it stemmed from rushed and careless reading. Fewer examples of this issue
were found this time around, although there is still a correlation between the degree to which
candidates examine the content of the sources, considering the detail within in the context
of both the provenance and the issues raised by the question, and the degree to which the
subtleties of the sources are explored towards a successful response. Together, the sources offer
a range of views, and the majority of candidates were adept at identifying and developing from
these. However, the evidence provided by individual sources often has certain ambiguities which
can be developed in different ways, and some otherwise sound responses fail to consider this.
The following reasons seem to account for some of these limitations:
1. Some responses took sources taken at face value, or seem to ignore the information given in
the source header.
2. Whilst most candidates seek to evaluate the sources, some tend towards generic or stock
responses which fail to really engage consideration of provenance with the specifics of what
the sources have to say. Although many candidates are able to draw upon taught approaches
to provenance, nature and the like, it is those who are able to balance this with independent
thought who tend to produce the strongest analysis.
3. Most candidates were able to cross-reference successfully. However, a significant minority of
candidates still conduct a sequenced trawl through the sources. Such responses thus focus too
heavily describing the sources and/or drawing inferences from them, resulting in a limited
summative comparison.
4. Some responses still tend to deal with reliability as a separate issue, either sequentially, or as
a comparison of the reliability of the three sources.
In the main, candidates seemed well prepared concerning the issue of the application of
contextual understanding for question A, an issue highlighted in January. Many candidates were
able to consider evidence in the light of historical context, using this to consider discrepancies
between sources or towards giving weight to the evidence. However, a small minority still
seem to desire to go beyond this, offering an explanation of the issues in the question in
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depth, with limited reference to sources. Such responses at best became sidetracked, and in
the more extreme cases failed to address the demands of the question, which is the analysis,
interpretation and evaluation of evidence from the sources in order to reach a judgement.
A small minority of candidates were hampered by time management issues, in terms of devoting
too long to the a) question at the expense of the subsequent question. This was often where
candidates had described the content of individual sources at length.

B questions
Candidates were, on the whole, focused on the question with many at least attempting analysis.
However some responses offered relevant and in many cases well detailed factual knowledge
that they did not always link to arguments in the given sources. The sources provide viewpoints
on issues or stated factors that candidates can utilise, offering an analysis of these drawing
on contextual knowledge. A number of candidates engaged with sources with clear conceptual
understanding but failed to support their answer with sufficient contextual detail. These
disappointingly relied on the sources too much, without showing their ability to balance the
presentation or argument, although this was not in itself a barrier to the higher levels. On the
other hand, a significant minority of responses were both well detailed and with a very secure
connection between own knowledge and the sources. The best candidates synthesised sources
and knowledge to develop a clear line of reasoning and to test the validity of the views provided
using their knowledge. Such answers were able to reach Level 4 in both assessment objectives by
offering a balanced analysis, integrating contextual knowledge with source material.
There was some overall improvement in candidates’ handling of evidence within the part b)
question, with greater focus towards the demands of AO2b. However, there is still a minority of
candidates who attempt to address issues of the provenance and reliability of secondary evidence
in answers. Whilst reasoned and focused consideration of historiographical issues can obviously
play a role in the analysis and evaluation of the given views at the highest levels, this at times
tended towards doing so for the sake of it. Speculative comments regarding the authorship of
one source being twenty years after another, or assertions based on the title of the book it is
from does little to help candidates engage with the views and interpretations. At best this means
candidates are wasting time and at worst it became a substitute for valid argument and analysis.
Many candidates addressed the question as they might a part a), by simply analysing the sources
and commenting on the provenance. Stronger responses often clearly identified the views within
the given evidence as a starting point, analysing these through interrogation and corroboration
using their own knowledge, exploring the relationship between and relative strengths of the
different views, offering judgement on their overall strength and validity, or aspects of these.
One further aspect in which candidates could develop their work is through considering the
specific demands of particular questions and what higher level analysis would be for these.
Where a question has essentially asked which is the most important factor in bringing about
an outcome, the majority of responses are well able to identify these from the sources and
own knowledge, offering a mainly focused response with some analysis. However, fewer
candidates offer real explicit awareness and development recognising that factors are often
interrelated. Similarly, many candidates reach Level 3 by broadly examining success and failure
on such questions, without weighing up the relative merits in order to judge whether successes
outweighed failures. The given evidence often gives consideration to these issues, either
individually or as a set; whilst students are clearly free to reach alternative judgements, students
giving careful consideration to these in the first place are more likely to achieve the highest
levels in both
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Question 1
Generally candidates understood the basic message of these sources and it was pleasing to note
that the majority were able to make some links to the question focus and few failed to reach
level 2. On the other hand, it is disappointing to note that a significant number of candidates are
still working through the sources in turn, paraphrasing the content and treating the sources as
information rather than evidence. Better responses were able to make the connections between
economic issues and religious and social divides and to develop their arguments fully. Many
candidates did use the provenance to add weight to their arguments, although there were others
who merely re-stated it or extended it marginally using their own knowledge, such as stating that
Michael Davitt was a founder of the Land League, without dealing with the implications of this
information. In the case of a number of candidates there was some uncertainty about precisely
what constituted ‘economic issues’ this meant that they did not equate land ownership with
economic issues, seeing them as mutually exclusive.
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Examiner Comments
This response illustrates the approach taken by many candidates
who produce a level 2 response. It works through the sources
one at a time, making some links to the focus of the question
and including a conclusion that attempts very briefly to engage
in cross referencing. Some assertions are made regarding
the provenance, but this information is not used as part of a
consideration of the weight that the source can bear.
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Answers were fairly evenly divided between the two options. Almost all candidates made good
use of source 7 and source 8. They clearly understood that these two sources represented
contrasting views and were able to develop these using their own knowledge and integrating
these together, often very successfully. The standard of the own knowledge was extremely
variable – from the truly impressive to the almost non-existent. Some weaker candidates
lapsed into extensive descriptions of the Easter Rising. Some candidates did find it difficult
to incorporate source 9 into their answer and therefore did not consider it at all. A minority
of answers relied on substantial paraphrasing of the sources, with little evidence of own
knowledge. It is important that candidates support their interpretations by reference to their
own knowledge. Some responses spent a considerable part of the answer in formulaic or routine
evaluation of provenance. Candidates need to be aware that it is AO2b that is tested in this
section of the paper; provenance need only be assessed where it helps to weigh up the quality of
the evidence in relation to the claim under investigation.
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Examiner Comments
In approach this is very similar to the example for 1bi. The candidate uses
a source by source approach. There is an attempt to offer some alternative
explanations, but none of this is well developed. There is very little specific
own knowledge; the candidate mainly generalises from points that have been
made in the sources. This was level 2 in both AO1 and AO2
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Answers were fairly evenly divided between the two options. Answers to this question were
generally effective. Most responses were able to use sources 5 and 6 effectively, with stronger
responses integrating them and using detailed own knowledge to develop the arguments
derived from the sources. Weaker candidates tended to lapse into narrative about Gladstone’s
“mission to pacify Ireland.” This sometimes meant that they left themselves with insufficient
time to consider Asquith’s premiership. The response to source 6 was more mixed, with some
candidates failing to really grasp the Ulster issues at all, whereas others confidently used
Ulster issues as a way of developing a range of relevant arguments. A minority of answers
relied on substantial paraphrasing of the sources, with little evidence of own knowledge. It is
important that candidates support their interpretations by reference to their own knowledge.
Some responses spent a considerable part of the answer in formulaic or routine evaluation of
provenance. Candidates need to be aware that it is AO2b that is tested in this section of the
paper; provenance need only be assessed where it helps to weigh up the quality of the evidence
in relation to the claim under investigation.
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Examiner Comments
This is an interesting response that demonstrates both strengths and weaknesses. It broadly
approaches the question source by source. This is unlikely to be an appropriate way to tackle any
question as the sources should be approached as a set. The candidate does clearly have quite a
good knowledge base and they use this to develop the points that are made in the sources and to
link those points to the focus of the question, engaging in some effective analysis at points. For
this reason the candidate does achieve level 3, but with more effective planning and organisation
of the sources and own knowledge there was the potential to move higher.
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This was the less popular of the two questions, although it was tackled by a significant
minority. Many candidates found it a difficult question to attempt, although there were also
some outstanding answers. Some candidates did not fully appreciate the question focus and
simply relied on substantial paraphrasing of the sources one by one, with very little evidence
of own knowledge. It is important that candidates support their interpretations by reference
to developed own knowledge. Although source 16 prompted candidates to consider the period
before 1914, many only used the material in the source and did not go beyond it with own
knowledge to a wider consideration of this earlier part of the period. Most candidates then
moved on to source 18 and considered the impact of World War II; remarkably few considered
the competing financial demands of the Welfare State. Source 17 caused problems for some
candidates as they did not recognise it as evidence of an alternative interpretation. Some
responses spent a considerable part of the answer in formulaic or routine evaluation of
provenance. Candidates need to be aware that it is AO2b that is tested in this section of the
paper; provenance need only be assessed where it helps to weigh up the quality of the evidence
in relation to the claim under investigation.
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Examiner Comments
This answer begins quite strongly with an introduction that has some question
focus. However it loses its focus and starts to paraphrase the sources and
describe aspects of Indian history with only limited links being made to the
question. The fact that these links do exist and that they engage in some
evaluation means that AO1 is just at low level 3. However the use of the
sources is less effective; the candidate selects from them but does not analyse
them; so for AO2, this answer is level 2.
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Question 2
This was an accessible question and candidates were able to understand the basic message of
all the sources and link them to the focus of the question. Source 10 was well-handled with
most students able to pick up on the credibility issues. Equally sources 11 and 12 were dealt
with generally effectively. There was the tendency, which has not been so apparent in past
examinations, to include own knowledge to supplement source content; this cannot be credited.
Many candidates were able to draw comparisons from the sources, with some finding detailed
comparisons. Many candidates were able to identify valid points relating to the provenance,
although there was some confusion about Olaf Caroe’s nationality. Some candidates failed to
realise that source 12 was a response to source 11. It is disappointing to note that there is still a
significant number of candidates who are working through the sources in turn, paraphrasing the
content and treating the sources as information rather than evidence.
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Examiner Comments
This response engages in a range of cross referencing that is completely tied to the question
focus and demonstrates an understanding of the issues raised and the sources and leads the
candidate to a clear judgement about the issue. Provenance is considered, but it is largely
as part of a bolt-on paragraph at the end, rather than being integrated in the course of the
argument. For this reason although the answer reaches level 4, it is low in the level.
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This was the more popular question. It was generally well tackled. Candidates were able to use
source 13 as a springboard to look at both the positive movements towards independence as
well as the regressive elements. Source 14 referenced a range of actions by the British that most
candidates were able to pick up on. Source 15 was handled less confidently generally, with some
weaker candidates using it as the basis from which to develop a narrative of the life of Gandhi
with few links being made to the question. Weaker answers also frequently demonstrated a
very limited range of own knowledge beyond what was available in the sources. The very best
answers clearly focused on the ‘consistently’ as well as the ‘peaceful’ aspects of the question.
Some responses spent a considerable part of the answer in formulaic or routine evaluation of
provenance. Candidates need to be aware that it is AO2b that is tested in this section of the
paper; provenance need only be assessed where it helps to weigh up the quality of the evidence
in relation to the claim under investigation.
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Examiner Comments
A sustained argument is evident in this response which is clearly
level 4 in both assessment objectives. The candidate integrates
the sources with well developed own knowledge and uses the
evidence of the sources to drive the analysis.
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Grade boundaries
Grade

Max. Mark

A

B

C

D

E

Raw boundary mark

60

46

40

35

30

25

Uniform boundary mark

100

80

70

60

50

40
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